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Associate Product Manager – 80-100 % 
Description
As an associate product manager, you will be fully responsible for one of neon’s
three product streams and work in a cross-functional team.

The team, which is comprised of a product manager, a UX/UI designer, and several
engineers, solves hard customer and business problems. As their product manager,
you drive ideation, prioritization, and discovery of these solutions. You support the
team throughout the implementation and re-evaluate launched features for future
improvements.

You develop a solid knowledge of neon’s business, clients and the Swiss
Fintech/banking market and coordinate work with neon’s product partners.

Responsibilities

You are solving interesting problems in the B2C Fintech space, while
making your first steps or build upon your first experiences in product
management
You don’t just work on one tiny part of the product. You take responsibility
for a whole product stream and your work will directly impact the lives of
over 140k clients
You are part of a strong product team to challenge ideas with, learn from the
collective wealth of experiences and have fun at work
You are empowered to share your thoughts and get hands-on tackling
problems even way outside of your domain

Qualifications

You completed your degree in a relevant field (you decide if it was relevant)
You have first experiences in product management and/or working in the
Fintech or tech industry in general
You are a hands-on person that does not shy away from the uncertainty and
unstructuredness a start-up is facing, yet your own work is always well-
structured
You genuinely enjoy the interaction with people and are used to adapting
your language to the various backgrounds of your audience
You bring a passion for solving customer needs with digital products and
you value the beauty of simple solutions and an impeccable user experience
You are fluent in English, German is considered a plus

Hiring organization
neon

Excessive fees, inflexible opening
times, too much bureaucracy and
complicated apps. To neon, it was
clear: it can’t go on like that. That’s
why the team built neon. neon is
your transaction account for your
everyday finances. No base fees,
free Mastercard. Super simple. All
on your smartphone. 100%
independent.

Employment Type
Full-time

Job Location
Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland

Date posted
December 6, 2022
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